Woodville Elementary School
Kindergarten Schedule
2020-2021
Time

Activity

Type of Instruction

9:15-9:30

Community Circle

Synchronous

9:30-10:30

English/Language Art Part A**

Blended

10:30-10:45

Brain Break/Bathroom Break

Blended

10:45-11:15

English/Language Arts Part B**

Blended

11:15-11:45

Personalized Instruction Time

Blended

11:45-12:45

Lunch/Rest/Recess

Blended

12:45-1:30

Math (Block 1)**

Blended

1:30-2:00

Encore (P.E., Music, Library, Art)**

Blended

2:00-2:30

Math (Block 2)**

Blended

2:30-3:00

Social Studies/Science

Blended

What are the different types of virtual learning that students will be
engaged in?


“Synchronous”-refers to when a teacher is working with students in real-time via
an online video application.



“Asynchronous”-refers to when a student is working on assigned work
independently of the teacher. It is very important to note that asynchronous
learning could be on the computer (e.g.; 15 minutes of Flocabulary or Reflex Math)
or off of the computer (15 minutes of reading a physical book that RPS has
provided as part of the curriculum).



“Blended”-refers to when students experience both synchronous and
asynchronous learning in a session.



**This time will include a mixture of whole group, small group, and individualized
instruction. As appropriate, teachers and interventionist will also provide support
for students with IEPs and English Language Learners. As this is a “blended”
instructional block, and students will experience a combination of “synchronous”
also known as live instruction and “asynchronous” (not live) instruction.
Asynchronous instruction may be on the computer (e.g., independent time on one
of our educational software programs) or off the computer (e.g., reading a
physical book, completing a set of math problems in a workbook, or practicing a
new art technique).

Woodville Elementary School
1st Grade Schedule
2020-2021
Time

Activity

Type of Instruction

9:15-9:30

Community Circle

Synchronous

9:30-10:30

English/Language Art Part A**

Blended

10:30-10:45

Brain Break/Bathroom Break

Blended

10:45-11:15

English/Language Arts Part B**

Blended

11:15-11:45

Encore (P.E., Music, Library, Art)**

Blended

11:45-12:45

Lunch/Rest/Recess

Blended

12:45-2:00

Math**

Blended

2:00-2:30

Personalized Instruction Time

Blended

2:30-3:00

Social Studies/Science

Blended

What are the different types of virtual learning that students will be
engaged in?


“Synchronous”-refers to when a teacher is working with students in real-time via
an online video application.



“Asynchronous”-refers to when a student is working on assigned work
independently of the teacher. It is very important to note that asynchronous
learning could be on the computer (e.g.; 15 minutes of Flocabulary or Reflex Math)
or off of the computer (15 minutes of reading a physical book that RPS has
provided as part of the curriculum).



“Blended”-refers to when students experience both synchronous and
asynchronous learning in a session.



**This time will include a mixture of whole group, small group, and individualized
instruction. As appropriate, teachers and interventionist will also provide support
for students with IEPs and English Language Learners. As this is a “blended”
instructional block, and students will experience a combination of “synchronous”
also known as live instruction and “asynchronous” (not live) instruction.
Asynchronous instruction may be on the computer (e.g., independent time on one
of our educational software programs) or off the computer (e.g., reading a
physical book, completing a set of math problems in a workbook, or practicing a
new art technique).

Woodville Elementary School
2nd Grade Schedule
2020-2021
Time

Activity

Type of Instruction

9:15-9:30

Community Circle

Synchronous

9:30-10:30

English/Language Art Part A**

Blended

10:30-10:45

Brain Break/Bathroom Break

Blended

10:45-11:15

English/Language Arts Part B**

Blended

11:15-11:45

Social Studies/Science

Blended

11:45-12:45

Lunch/Rest/Recess

Blended

12:45-1:15

Personalized Instruction Time

Blended

1:15-2:30

Math**

Blended

2:30-3:00

Encore (P.E., Music, Library, Art)**

Blended

What are the different types of virtual learning that students will be
engaged in?


“Synchronous”-refers to when a teacher is working with students in real-time via
an online video application.



“Asynchronous”-refers to when a student is working on assigned work
independently of the teacher. It is very important to note that asynchronous
learning could be on the computer (e.g.; 15 minutes of Flocabulary or Reflex Math)
or off of the computer (15 minutes of reading a physical book that RPS has
provided as part of the curriculum).



“Blended”-refers to when students experience both synchronous and
asynchronous learning in a session.



**This time will include a mixture of whole group, small group, and individualized
instruction. As appropriate, teachers and interventionist will also provide support
for students with IEPs and English Language Learners. As this is a “blended”
instructional block, and students will experience a combination of “synchronous”
also known as live instruction and “asynchronous” (not live) instruction.
Asynchronous instruction may be on the computer (e.g., independent time on one
of our educational software programs) or off the computer (e.g., reading a
physical book, completing a set of math problems in a workbook, or practicing a
new art technique).

Woodville Elementary School
3rd Grade Schedule
2020-2021
Time

Activity

Type of Instruction

9:15-9:30

Community Circle

Synchronous

9:30-10:55

English/Language Arts Part A**

Blended

10:55-11:00

Brain/Bathroom Break

Blended

11:00-11:15

English/Language Arts Part B**

Blended

11:15-11:45

Social Studies/Science

Blended

11:45-12:45

Lunch/Recess/Rest

Blended

12:45-1:15

Encore

Blended

1:15-2:50

Math

Blended

2:50-3:00

Brain/Bathroom Break

Blended

3:00-3:30

Personalized Instruction

What are the different types of virtual learning that students will be
engaged in?


“Synchronous”-refers to when a teacher is working with students in real-time via
an online video application.



“Asynchronous”-refers to when a student is working on assigned work
independently of the teacher. It is very important to note that asynchronous
learning could be on the computer (e.g.; 15 minutes of Flocabulary or Reflex Math)
or off of the computer (15 minutes of reading a physical book that RPS has
provided as part of the curriculum).



“Blended”-refers to when students experience both synchronous and
asynchronous learning in a session.



**This time will include a mixture of whole group, small group, and individualized
instruction. As appropriate, teachers and interventionist will also provide support
for students with IEPs and English Language Learners. As this is a “blended”
instructional block, and students will experience a combination of “synchronous”
also known as live instruction and “asynchronous” (not live) instruction.
Asynchronous instruction may be on the computer (e.g., independent time on one
of our educational software programs) or off the computer (e.g., reading a
physical book, completing a set of math problems in a workbook, or practicing a
new art technique).

Woodville Elementary School
4th Grade Schedule
2020-2021
Time

Activity

Type of Instruction

9:15-9:30

Community Circle

Synchronous

9:30-10:55

English/Language Arts Part A**

Blended

10:55-11:00

Brain/Bathroom Break

Blended

11:00-11:15

English/Language Arts Part B**

Blended

11:15-11:45

Social Studies/Science

Blended

11:45-12:45

Lunch/Recess/Rest

Blended

12:45-2:00

Math Part A**

Blended

2:00-2:30

Encore(P.E., Library, Music, Art)

Blended

2:30-2:45

Math Part B**

Blended

2:45-3:30

Social Studies/Science

Blended

What are the different types of virtual learning that students will be engaged
in?


“Synchronous”-refers to when a teacher is working with students in real-time via an online
video application.



“Asynchronous”-refers to when a student is working on assigned work independently of
the teacher. It is very important to note that asynchronous learning could be on the
computer (e.g.; 15 minutes of Flocabulary or Reflex Math) or off of the computer (15
minutes of reading a physical book that RPS has provided as part of the curriculum).



“Blended”-refers to when students experience both synchronous and asynchronous
learning in a session.



**This time will include a mixture of whole group, small group, and individualized
instruction. As appropriate, teachers and interventionist will also provide support for
students with IEPs and English Language Learners. As this is a “blended” instructional
block, and students will experience a combination of “synchronous” also known as live
instruction and “asynchronous” (not live) instruction. Asynchronous instruction may be
on the computer (e.g., independent time on one of our educational software programs) or
off the computer (e.g., reading a physical book, completing a set of math problems in a
workbook, or practicing a new art technique).

Woodville Elementary School
5th Grade Schedule
2020-2021
Time

Activity

Type of Instruction

9:15-9:30

Community Circle

Synchronous

9:30-10:00

Encore (Art, Music, P.E., Library)**

Blended

10:00-11:15

Block 1**

Blended

11:15-11:45

Personalized Instruction Time

Blended

11:45-12:45

Lunch/Recess/Rest

Blended

12:45-2:00

Block 2**

Blended

2:00-2:15

Bathroom/Brain Break

Blended

2:15-3:30

Block 3**

Blended

What are the different types of virtual learning that students will be
engaged in?


“Synchronous”-refers to when a teacher is working with students in real-time via
an online video application.



“Asynchronous”-refers to when a student is working on assigned work
independently of the teacher. It is very important to note that asynchronous
learning could be on the computer (e.g.; 15 minutes of Flocabulary or Reflex Math)
or off of the computer (15 minutes of reading a physical book that RPS has
provided as part of the curriculum).



“Blended”-refers to when students experience both synchronous and
asynchronous learning in a session.



**This time will include a mixture of whole group, small group, and individualized
instruction. As appropriate, teachers and interventionist will also provide support
for students with IEPs and English Language Learners. As this is a “blended”
instructional block, and students will experience a combination of “synchronous”
also known as live instruction and “asynchronous” (not live) instruction.
Asynchronous instruction may be on the computer (e.g., independent time on one
of our educational software programs) or off the computer (e.g., reading a
physical book, completing a set of math problems in a workbook, or practicing a
new art technique).

Woodville Elementary School
Kindergarten-5th Grade
Wednesday Early Release Schedule
2020-2021
Time

Activity

Type of Instruction

9:15-9:30

Community Circle

Synchronous

9:30-10:45

English/Language Arts**

Blended

10:45-12:00

Math**

Blended

What are the different types of virtual learning that students will be
engaged in?


“Synchronous”-refers to when a teacher is working with students in real-time via
an online video application.



“Asynchronous”-refers to when a student is working on assigned work
independently of the teacher. It is very important to note that asynchronous
learning could be on the computer (e.g.; 15 minutes of Flocabulary or Reflex Math)
or off of the computer (15 minutes of reading a physical book that RPS has
provided as part of the curriculum).



“Blended”-refers to when students experience both synchronous and
asynchronous learning in a session.



**This time will include a mixture of whole group, small group, and individualized
instruction. As appropriate, teachers and interventionist will also provide support
for students with IEPs and English Language Learners. As this is a “blended”
instructional block, and students will experience a combination of “synchronous”
also known as live instruction and “asynchronous” (not live) instruction.
Asynchronous instruction may be on the computer (e.g., independent time on one
of our educational software programs) or off the computer (e.g., reading a
physical book, completing a set of math problems in a workbook, or practicing a
new art technique).

